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Global Scholars Ambassadors
The CRE is honored to announce our 2015-16 class of Global Scholars Ambassadors.
As Global Scholars alumnae, this group has undergone a rigorous application and
selection process, and has been selected as the inaugural class of student-leaders to
mentor fellow FSU undergraduates looking to participate in international service
learning. Additionally, with previous experience traveling the world to conduct
research that positively impacts our broader, global communities, this group will
serve as a valuable asset to our campus and beyond, having the ability to articulate
the many benefits of the Global Scholars experience, raising awareness to students
of all backgrounds looking to become involved with the program, and garnering
attention for those looking to offer support to expand participant engagement.

Holly Cramer

Sara Gomez

Inam Sakinah

Lindsey Stawowy

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Holly Cramer
Interesting facts: Holly joins the FSU family from
Arkansas, and is sure to be spotted on campus with
chocolate. She is an experienced barista, and you
may also run into her on the cheese aisle in a local
grocery store.
Experiential Learning: Holly recently interned with
Proyecto Horizonte in Cochabamba, Bolivia, a nonprofit and NGO that integrates numerous programs
to address urgent education, healthcare, and
community development needs for its residents.

Click my Picture

Majors: International Affairs | Political Science
Minors: Arabic | Urban Planning

“I am so excited to be serving as a Global Scholars Ambassador this upcoming spring,
to help you begin your own adventures as future Global Scholars.”

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Sara Gomez

Let’s Be Friends!
E-mail

smg13f@my.fsu.edu

Interesting facts: Sara is avid about reading and
writing, but her greatest passion is realized in
storytelling, a skill that she feels is enhanced
through travel and engagement with diverse,
international cultures. Her international travel
highlights include, Morocco, Paris, Amsterdam,
London, and Berlin.
Experiential Learning: She interned as a journalist
for Morocco World News, a national newspaper.

Click my Picture

Majors: Public Relations | Creative Writing

“I’m really excited to be in the classroom with everyone this semester, and even
more excited to see where you are going to go, and what you will end up doing.”

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Inam Sakinah

Connect with me!
E-mail

is14g@my.fsu.edu

Interesting facts: As an inaugural member of the Presidential
Scholars class, she shares an equal passion for the sciences and
humanities. As an aspiring physician, she seeks to combine
understandings from both practice of medicine and policy, to
positively impact the communities she serves. She attributes the
realization of this unique perspective to her own experiences in
Global Scholars.
Experiential Learning: She interned with the Arajuno Road
Project in Puyo, Ecuador, providing quality English language
instruction and leadership mentorship to residents throughout
the Ecuadorian Amazon regions of South America.

Click my picture

Majors: Biology | Interdisciplinary Social Sciences, on the Premed
track.

“I am excited to be serving as a Global Scholars Ambassador this upcoming year and watching
new journeys unfold through the Global Scholars experience. I truly believe in the power of
different perspectives, and being able to build bridges between them.”

HELLO

Let's Connect!

MY NAME IS

Lindsey Stawowy

E-mail

lrs14d@my.fsu.edu

Interesting facts: Joining our FSU family from Austin,
TX, Lindsey is also a member of the inaugural class
of Presidential Scholars, and loves to support her
‘Noles at Doak Campbell Stadium.
Experiential Learning: She interned in Mbale,
Uganda, and taught English at a local government
school, while also participating in community
outreach for street youth.
Majors: Biology | Chemistry

Click my picture
“I think Global Scholars is an amazing way to get hands on experience and learn
about our roles as global citizens.”
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